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While the Vilcek Foundation’s mission has always been to support immigrant artists, we are particularly pleased to give Vietnamese-born Brian Doan his first solo exhibition in New York, for he is not only an immigrant but also an artist whose work specifically focuses on the traumas and psychological complexities of the immigrant experience.

Doan’s own experience in coming to America was particularly complicated; the war that precipitated his immigration was in fact waged upon his country by the United States itself. While his work is based upon the essential question of individual identity, it also questions the nature of the struggle between North Vietnam and the United States and the vast differences between the two cultures. Perhaps more importantly, it demonstrates the emotional cost of violent foreign intervention to civilian populations. In an era of history in which the civilian populations in both Iraq and Afghanistan have experienced similar devastation and loss, Doan’s work is timely indeed.

Much of the irony in Doan’s work is directed not at America but rather at the Communists of North Vietnam, as the conquerors of Saigon captured Doan’s army-officer father and ultimately kept him incarcerated for nearly a decade. During those sad and difficult years, Doan and his remaining family were relentlessly bombarded with North Vietnamese political propaganda, much of which echoes through the works in this gallery. Like many South Vietnamese whose existence was shattered by the war, the Doan family (along with 1.4 million other Vietnamese) eventually chose to leave their Communist-dominated homeland and immigrate to the United States.

Doan’s works, almost all of which were specifically commissioned for this exhibition, evoke the fragility and irony of his adult existence between these two very different cultures, even as he struggles with the memory of his own broken home and war-traumatized childhood.

The works that the artist has installed in the gallery have been highly experimental, and in fact, he has omitted a number of sculptural works (some in ice and some in glass). In that sense, Doan strikes me as a restless, process-oriented artist whose ongoing work is closely related to the act of remembering: in his work, as in his life, he seems to be constantly finding new ways to put trauma into perspective. In discarding some constructions while cherishing and holding closely to others, he seems to speak to the experience of all immigrants and, by extension, the experience of all Americans. For in the end, we are all immigrants, and we are all constantly working to put the past into order and to get on with the business of living. We are therefore particularly proud to present Brian Doan’s work at the Vilcek Foundation Gallery.
During the end of the Vietnam War, when I was growing up, I was lost in a divided society and a flood of propaganda. I became mute and mistrustful. When the war ended and my family was forced to leave, I began the endless search for a place to call home. Now, years later, memories are triggered by similar conflicts. I am still trapped in the dogma of my youth.

Occasionally, my art is condemned because of its ambiguity, but I share the same history as my people, and I understand their pain and anger. However, I cannot let ideology control my thoughts. My art is a space to investigate self-identity.

In much of my work, reality and the dream state exist simultaneously. I choose elements of history, appropriate and manipulate them, and recontextualize images of iconic individuals with a sense of humor and forgiveness.

My story is not about the life of a Vietnamese person; it is about any citizen in this world who has witnessed conflict. My art is not just about the Vietnamese diaspora; it is about the journey of anyone looking for home.

I have visited the past with a gentle heart, still searching for home.

Brian Doan
September 2013
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ESSAY BY VIỆT Lê PHD
Brian Doan is haunted, homesick. But where is home? In his artist statement, Doan writes that his art “is about the journey of anyone looking for home.” He is haunted by the gulfs between worlds and between words. The title piece of Doan’s exhibition at the Vilcek Foundation Gallery, *hômehômehômehôme* (2013) gestures at the slippages between longing and language. Through semiotic play, the glowing neon sign signifies both a sense of belonging and alienation. The sign also refers to Vietnamese Communist leader Hồ Chí Minh—affectionately known as Uncle Hồ—and the gulfs between ideology and identity: hô and me. Read phonetically, hô and me evoke the U.S. urban slang term homey (or homeboy or homegirl). This term was used during the Việt Nam War by soldiers from the same hometown and later within gang subcultures. The political becomes personal. These gaps are intimate, immense.

The artist is haunted by the homeland he left in 1991, Việt Nam, and the sense of home he has built in Long Beach, California. What happens between memories, between the wars then and now? What happens in the silences between fathers and sons of families marred by history? The gulfs in memory and history remain. Salman Rushdie writes of visiting his childhood home in Bombay, India, and being haunted by an old black-and-white photograph after an absence of three decades. Rushdie stands in front of his former home, his presence unknown to its current inhabitants. Memory, desire, and loss merge. Rushdie notes, “We will not be capable of reclaiming precisely the thing that was lost…we will, in short, create fictions, not actual cities or villages, but invisible ones, imaginary homelands…” Our real and imaginary homelands are mere fictions, implausible creations—artifice and art. The telling of history is also an artful artifice. Doan notes that history and ideology are fictions, constructs. The twentieth-century conflicts in Southeast Asia are often categorized by Western historians into three Indochinese wars. The First Indochina War (1946–1954) was over French decolonization in Cambodia, Laos, and Việt Nam and ended with the Geneva Conference. The Second Indochina War (1954–1975, also known as the Việt Nam War or the American War, as it is referred to by the Vietnamese) was over Vietnamese unification and U.S. attempts to stop the domino effect of Communism; this war also involved Laos and Cambodia. The Third Indochina War (1975–1991) was over who would govern Cambodia and how—this strife provoked regional and international attention. This is a very brief sketch; the fissures of history and memory are immeasurable.

History and memory are malleable. A series of officious portrait busts by Doan also deals with the gaps between state ideology and identification. They are collectively titled *Opaque Translucency & Lustrous Opacity* (2013). At a distance, the almost life-size busts evoke state-sponsored representations of political leaders such as Hồ Chí Minh, Vladimir Ilyich Lenin, or Mao Tse-tung. Upon closer inspection, the iconic leader is actually the artist, eyes closed—“meditative, alienated, and distant,” as the artist describes it. The half busts also evoke the late conceptual photographer Tseng Kwong Chi’s appropriation of a Mao suit and the persona of a Chinese diplomat posed in front of Western tourist landmarks (the Empire State Building, Disneyland, the Golden Gate Bridge, etc.)—East meets West. Unlike Tseng’s deadpan parodic poses, Doan’s self-portrait-as-cult-of-personality also gestures toward representations of...
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the Buddha in his inward gaze. Rendered in glass and graphite, these busts point at the changing, malleable nature of ideas. The main glass figure looms on a trapezoidal structure; below, the seven identical graphite busts face helter-skelter on an abstracted boat-shaped platform. In a March 2013 interview in his Long Beach studio, Doan stated that “ideology is so clear and beautiful; the original idea is clear” but becomes “distorted” through interpretation and adaptation by government and the masses.

A series of black-and-white staged photographs with drawings referencing iconic Việt Nam-era images also highlight the constructed nature of mass media, memory, and identity. Donning various guises, Doan assumes the role of historical actors: Hồ Chí Minh in **BHCM** (2009–2012); John Lennon with Yoko Ono in their Bed-In for Peace in **BJL** (2009–2013); Thích Quảng Đức, the Buddhist monk who self-immolated in protest of the South Vietnamese president Ngô Đình Diệm’s anti-Buddhist regime in **BTQD** (2009–2013); and so on. A painted car door—*You put a gun in my hand* (2013)—references an infamous South Vietnamese soldier’s hand shooting a gun. Discussing these provocative images, Doan states, “One person, one Vietnamese guy plays different roles, different sides—he is still like you, he is your brother.” No matter what side of history we may fall on, we are all interconnected; we are all family. The artist writes, “There is still a gap between each Vietnamese from both sides, and also within. Know who the real enemy is—the most dangerous enemy is the Self.” Doan’s work attempts to bridge divides.
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For diasporic subjects, the gaps between official history and individual memory are immense. Anthropologist Ashley Carruthers argues that the distinction between diaspora and homeland is collapsed for overseas Vietnamese through the real and symbolic movement of goods and bodies. Currently, there are more than three million overseas Vietnamese, a number which encompasses several waves of immigrants. Prior to 1975, many Vietnamese settled in neighboring countries, such as Laos, Cambodia, and China. Vietnamese who settled in France as part of the legacies of colonialism also fall into this first grouping. The second—and largest—set consists of Vietnamese who left Việt Nam after 1975 as refugees to settle in North America, Australia (159,848 as of the 2006 census), and Western Europe. Within this group, there are two waves of immigrants. The first wave relocated after the fall, or liberation, of Sài Gòn on April 30, 1975; the second wave emigrated as political refugees after 1977. Brian Doan’s family left as H.O. (Humanitarian Operation) refugees in 1991, the last wave to leave Việt Nam. The H.O. program was agreed upon between the U.S. and Việt Nam. It allowed high-ranking South Vietnamese officers, soldiers, and government officials—many who spent several years in reeducation prison camps—and their families to leave Việt Nam.

Several works in the exhibit deal with this legacy as well as with the ties between fathers and sons, history and memory. A small, simple, all-white video installation entitled White Christmas (2012–2013) is composed of a television monitor and small figures atop the monitor. Among the figures, a helicopter hovers in midair. Below, a small group of civilians with suitcases await their departure. A lone military officer, his arms crossed on his chest, stands in front of a Jeep. This is Doan’s last childhood memory of his father, a colonel in the South Vietnamese army. Doan recalls the scene in which his family left the country by helicopter:

I was in first grade, and I had packed a toy airplane in my suitcase. I refused to go with my family. refused to put on my seatbelt in the helicopter. Grandma carried a bunch of bananas onto the helicopter. It was so wise of her; we had no food for the next three days.... That day was the first time I saw my dad in uniform. He said he would leave soon; the rest of my family and I left first. I didn’t see him until ten years later. after he came back from reeducation camp.

The white figures are frozen in time. On the television screen, an abstracted flurry of white drifts in front of a black background as the song “White Christmas” plays. On the morning of April 29, 1975, when the South Vietnamese regime fell to the North Vietnamese Communists, Operation Frequent Wind took effect. It was a large-scale helicopter evacuation by the U.S. government of South Vietnamese and American civilians and military personnel. Irving Berlin’s song “White Christmas” was the code that launched
this massive escape operation: "I’m dreaming of a white Christmas." Doan’s family missed the fleeing helicopters in 1975 and left much later. They were among the last of a seventeen-year exodus of Vietnamese refugees that ended up across the globe.

Doan was born in Quảng Ngãi, in central Việt Nam. After the war, Doan’s family evacuated to Sài Gòn then subsequently moved to the south-central coast—Đà Nẵng, Nha Trang, and Long Khánh—in order to survive. After relocating to the United States, Doan’s immediate family moved from San Francisco to San Jose to Little Sài Gòn, California. Doan’s brother and sister have since relocated to Denver, Colorado. Doan recalls, “In Denver, it was the first white Christmas I ever had.” The installation’s song and the white noise on-screen echo the gaps then and now—escape and arrival. Speaking about this contemplative piece, the artist states that it is about “the moment of separation between a son and father, about losing my childhood place forever, about moving from city to city that we couldn’t stay in for more than two years...” Doan’s artwork captures this liminal position, forever suspended in between in time and space.

Suspension is a recurring motif. In a larger piece titled *Reminiscence* (2013), a projected video of floating jellyfish is shown with hovering helicopters. Upon closer inspection, these helicopters are paper lanterns, evoking the paper lanterns lit and carried by children during the popular Tết Trung Thu (Mid-Autumn Moon Festival). Again, the line between the personal and political is blurred—military might and childhood memories are intertwined.

When Doan visited an aquarium in Long Beach with his six-year-old son, they were both fascinated by the ethereal jellyfish. For Doan, the jellyfish remind him of war and opening parachutes. But their opaque forms are also beautiful, transcendent. As the jellyfish open and close against a dark background, text in Vietnamese and English fades in and out: father, country, and so on. This work is about generations of fathers and sons and the afterlife of war and wounds. This work is an homage to his father, who passed away in August 2012. It is a musing on loss and longing. Poet Robert Hass writes, “All the new thinking is about loss. / In this it resembles all the old thinking.” In recontextualizing and reappropriating historical archives and iconic forms, Doan shifts the way we perceive legacies of loss.

We use the word longing, Hass observes, “because desire is full / of endless distances.”

In this suite of works, Brian Doan is still grappling with loss: the loss of his father, the loss of his childhood home. He desires to bridge the inextricable distances. Việt Nam and the United States are countries of memory. We’re longing for home. We’re haunted, we’re homesick. The gaps are intimate, immense. Home is everywhere and nowhere. Home is both leaving and returning. Gently holding his helicopter paper lanterns—symbols of departure and arrival—the artist says, “This is the color of memory.”
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